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Wilberforce Cultural Leadership Programme in partnership with  

 

Course Description 

1) Summary 

Over five sessions, this course will equip delegates with specific tools of cultural analysis to strengthen your 

personal apologetics and evangelism, and discipling you to apply your witness to cultural transformation 

and creation whilst empowering you by focussing on leadership skills and the dynamics of team-work and 

collaboration.  

Dan Strange (Lecturer in Culture, Religion and Public Theology at Oak Hill Theological College and author of 

‘Plugged In: Connecting your faith with everything you watch, read, and play’ and ‘For Their Rock is not as 

Our Rock: An Evangelical Theology of Religions’) will teach you how to identify the links between the 

longings and desires of our culture and the person of Jesus, showing us how we can share Jesus in ways 

relevant to the lives of those we know, whilst rooted in a robust theology of cultural engagement that will 

have practical implications for church life and ministry in the world.  

Jen Charteris (Executive Director of Crosslands Training, former senior advisor on major change 

programmes in government, defence, infrastructure and financial services, and lecturer on various MBA 

programmes and at the UK Military’s Defence Academy) will bring over 25 years of experience in strategic 

change, organisational consulting and leadership development to help you to apply a biblical worldview to 

your growth, development and influence as a leader, personally and professionally, wherever you may find 

yourself.   
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Through assignments, both individual and group, and reading you will learn to apply the tools and 

framework in a way to enable you to confidently engage the world by cultural critique and construction 

with practical application to everyday life. 

 

2) Who is it for? 

This programme is an exclusive opportunity for Wilberforce Academy alumni wanting to be equipped with 

the tools needed to engage the culture around them, whether in the workplace, with friends in the pub, or 

in their own local church. The programme is an extension of the thinking and teaching at the Wilberforce 

Academy, to give you the practical grounding to apply it to your everyday conversations. 

3) Course objectives  

• Deepen understanding and provide practical skills in (a) analysing and building culture from a 
biblical foundation and (b) exercising effective leadership of self and others  

• Deepen relationships between delegates, building a relational foundation for those groups to 
engage in future advocacy projects and initiatives together, and support one another  

• Strengthen delegate’s relational connection with Christian Concern, Wilberforce Academy and 
Crosslands. 

• Equip and empower delegates to take the teaching and tools back to their local churches and 
lead others in the areas of cultural critique and construction.  

 

4) Threshold Learning outcomes 
• Understand and deploy framework and tool for cultural engagement applied specifically to both 

a personal apologetic and cultural critique and construction.  

• Demonstrate growing self-awareness and ability to work effectively in a team setting.  

• Demonstrate ability to lead self and to lead others.  

• Demonstrate both written and oral skills in presentation of work.  
 

5) About the Course Leaders 

Dan Strange is College Director at Oak Hill Theological College in London where he lectures on Culture, 

Religion and Public Theology. He has written or edited several books at both the academic and popular 

level, including ‘For Their Rock is not as Our Rock: An Evangelical Theology of Religions’ and ‘Plugged In: 

Connecting your faith with everything you watch, read, and play’. From September 2021 he will be joining 

Crosslands Training fulltime as the Director of the new Crosslands Centre for Culture, Religion and Mission. 

He has been a faculty member of Wilberforce Academy for several years. Dan is married to Elly and they 

have seven children. 

Jen Charteris, originally from South Africa, is Executive Director of Crosslands Training, which provides in-

context theological training up to Masters’ level across the UK, Europe and the 10:40 window. Previously 

she spent over 25 years working in strategic change, organisational consulting, board and leadership 

development. She has been a senior advisor on major change programmes in government, defence, 

infrastructure and financial services, taught on various MBA programmes and at the UK Military’s Defence 

Academy, worked internationally with the leaders of Christian ministry organisations, and has many years 

of board experience. She is married to Hugo, a church pastor and planter in the north of England, and they 

have two adult children. 
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6) Programme requirements 

All delegates will have previously attended the Wilberforce Academy. 

 

7) Programme sessions and assignments 

The programme is a mixture of online tutor led lectures and discussion, assignments, and guided reading. 

Each student will be given a copy of Dan Strange’s Plugged In, to be read during the programme. Chapters 

1-3 will be read before session 1, to consolidate the foundation that the programme will build on.  

The core of the programme will consist of 5 sessions with either Dan or Jen delivering the teaching live and 

facilitating the discussion. Whilst the sessions are indirectly connected, they will stand alone. 

Session 1: Magnetic Points:  biblical framework for cultural and personal engagement and witness 

Saturday 16th January 9am-1pm  

Pre-reading: Plugged In (Chapters 1 – 3) 

Resources: Handouts for the session 

Dan Strange will introduce you to a particular theological anthropological framework (the ‘magnetic points’ 

approach), looking at the desires and longings of our culture, where those come from, what they tell us 

about modern society and how the gospel relates. 

Assignment 1:  Report and reflection on an evangelistic conversation [2000 words] 

Deadline: Tuesday 6th February (3 weeks) 

Interactive groups feedback: w/c 8th Feb, 22nd Feb, 1st March [max 5 groups, of size 4-6] 

Dan Strange to facilitate peer-led feedback, with a short written comment on each paper. 

Session 2: Born to lead? Biblical perspective on leadership and growing as a leader 

Saturday 13th February 9am-11am 

Resources: Handouts for the session 

What is a biblical understanding of work and leadership? How can I view all that I do, from work projects to 

personal administration as service unto the Lord? These are the questions Jen Charteris will address in the 

second session as she addresses principles of leadership to help you flourish and find joy in all that you do.  

Assignment 2: Personal reflection on leadership [500 words], this is not marked or submitted, but a 

short headline of the reflection will be shared within groups. 

Deadline:  6th March 

Session 3: Plugged In: Tools for cultural engagement, analysis and construction 

Saturday 6th March 9am-12 noon (2 hours of teaching, 1 hour in small groups) 

Resources: Handouts for the session 

Pre-reading: Plugged In  

Having built the framework from which we analyse and critique the culture, Dan Strange in this session will 

help you sharpen the tools needed for effective cultural engagement. Dan will highlight the practical 

implications for church life and ministry as you seek to apply a robust theology of cultural engagement to 

your life, all to the glory of God. 

Session 3 will include an hour specifically allocated to allow teams to start the group exercise. 
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Assignment 3: Cultural Exegesis and Engagement 

In groups, you will use the cultural analysis tools, and team dynamic insights you have learnt over the 

four sessions to analyse a cultural trend or artefact and produce either a challenge or a new cultural 

product that seeks to advance God’s Kingdom.  

This will be through the following stages: 

- Analysis (1. Find topic together; 2. Initial independent analysis; 3. Joint discussion; 4.  written up 

independently 5. Joint output) 

- Reflection on collaboration and leadership 

- Output / presentation 

Part 1:  Individual written paper [1500-2000 words], this will focus on the cultural exegesis and 

engagement. Dan to make some written notes and assess on a simple pass/fail scale. 

Part 2:  Group presentation and Q&A [10 minutes], considering the cultural exegesis, how to apply 

subversive fulfilment.  

Deadline:  24th April 

Session 4: Collaborative Leadership: Team dynamics, collaboration, and leading others 

Saturday 20th March 9am -12 noon (2 hours of teaching, 1 hour in small groups to work on group 

assignment) 

Resources: Handouts for the session 

Building on her previous session, Jen Charteris now turns to questions of team dynamics, collaboration, 

and leadership of others. Combining her experience of organisational consulting and board and leadership 

development, Jen will address the common challenges facing teams, in the light of the Bible’s teaching on 

the fallen nature of man and the imago Dei. She will equip you with Biblical principles and practices that 

allow teams to thrive. 

Assignment 4:  Leadership reflection 

Part 1: Personal reflection on teamwork and leadership [500 words], read by Jen with brief comment 

but not marked 

Part 2: Peer review exercise 

Deadline:  24th April 

Session 5: Team presentations  

Saturday 24th April 11am-2pm (2 hours of presentations, 1 hour closing lunch) 

Teams to present summary analysis and cultural artefacts to the programme leaders and representatives 

of Christian Concern.  

8) Certificate 

Upon completion of the programme students are awarded the Crosslands Certificate in Cultural 

Leadership.  

9) Foundation: Plugged In leader resource  

Students receive free leader access to the online Crosslands Foundation Course on Plugged In (worth 

£100). This is to “equip and empower delegates to take the teaching and tools back to their local churches 
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and lead others in the areas of cultural critique and construction.” The Plugged In course will be an 

invaluable opportunity for the delegates to share and equip others in their local churches and communities 

with the teaching and thinking of the Wilberforce Cultural Leadership Programme. 

 

10) Costs 

£295, with a £100 rebate after successful completion of the programme. This includes: 

• All teaching sessions 

• Tutor input and feedback 

• Course materials 

• A copy of Plugged In 

• Special Leader access to Crosslands Foundation Course Plugged In (valued at £100) 


